
I go to school,                
but I never learn

what I want to know.

Bérengère Houdou

Man Vehicle Laboratory



‘To see a painting versus to walk in a painting:              
an experiment on sense-making through virtual reality.’

Antonieti, Cantoia (2000)

‘Design Issues on interactive environments           
for children with autism.’

Dautenhahn, Werry (2000)

virtual reality

robotics



LEARNING Acquiring skills

Acquiring information

Storing information ‘Inert’
knowledge

Interpreting reality

Making sense
‘Active’

knowledge



INTERACTIVE ENVIRONMENTS         
designed for learning should support:

1.1.Active learners to engage in interaction with environments 
that are constructed. 

2.2.Intentional learners willingly trying to achieve cognitive 
objectives. 

3.3.Conversational learners engaged in dialogue with other 
learners. 

4.4.Reflective learners articulating what they have learned and 
reflecting on the decisions that were included in the process. 

5.5.Ampliative learners who generate assumptions, attributes 
and implications of what they learn.



virtual reality 

Antonieti, Cantoia (2000)

‘To see a painting versus to walk in a painting…’

Focus = thinking process & ‘making sense’, rather than 
perceptual.

Field  = visual art. 

Hypothesis  = different cognitive activities required for learning are 
activated by virtual reality, as compared to those elicited by 
traditional instructional tools.
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Virtual Reality condition

Virtual guided tour
Possible to ‘walk’ inside the painting

Reflection condition

Visual inspection

National Gallery Museum in London



virtual reality 

Antonieti, Cantoia (2000)

Title of the painting 
•content (character, perceptual-spatial elements, abstract elements or 
meta-perspective elements)

•kind (descriptive, inferential, imaginative)

•number of concepts

4 dimensions of making sense

Meaning of the painting 
•content (character, environment, abstract elements)

•kind (descriptive, technical, personal, interpretative)

•aim (cultural, explanatory, literary, personal, general)

Questions risen by the painting 
•number

•content (perceptual, cultural, personal, meaning, meta-questions)

•detailed/general elements

Comment about the painting
•content (technical, personal, psychological)

•kind (perceptual, associative, abstract)



virtual reality 

Antonieti, Cantoia (2000) Results

Each subject developped a consistent interpretation of 
the painting across the tasks.

In contrast with the usual Reflection condition, Virtual 
Reality immersion induced subjects to :

•think not to ‘what’ they face, but to ‘why’ and ‘how’
something is in front of them.

•develop abstraction skills to model the environment

•Use their imagination



virtual reality 

Antonieti, Cantoia (2000)

Compared to traditional learning tools, virtual reality provides new 
learning contexts by allowing peculiar perceptual perspectives.

Immersion in a virtual environment stimulates more imagination 
and abstraction.

Which of these two properties should be reinforced when 
designing a virtual environment for learning? And how?

To what extent does virtual reality in this experiment
respect each of the 5 principles for designing interactive 
environments?



Robotics    

Dautenhahn, Werry (2000)

‘Design Issues on interactive environments 
for children with autism.’

Focus = interpreting reality, social interactions.

Field  = autism therapy. 

Hypothesis  = an active exploration (improvisational and self-
directed) of a learning environment with a robot can help children 
with autism to develop their human social behavior.

= a robot can be designed to play the role of a social 
mediator



 

autenha

Autistic Spectrum Disorders
Social 

Communication
Social 

Interaction

Robotics  

hn, Werry (2000)
 

D

Variability and 
Unpredictability

Imagination

•autonomy (not remote-controlled)

•mobility

•unconstrained and unstructured interactions

•non-humanoid





Robotics    

Dautenhahn, Werry (2000) Human-robot interactions

Problems of interface design

Humans are not necessarely the best 
models for socially intelligent agents.

It is the behavior and expression of 
a robot which makes it ‘humanoid’ 
and not how closely its morphology 
matches that of a human being.

What about an animal-robot? 



Robotics    

Dautenhahn, Werry (2000)

Autistic people should have the CHOICE.

Computer & 
Robotic 

Technology

Should they live in a specific world designed for them or 
should we teach them skills to adapt to the ‘normal’ world?



Other fields of application of robots for socialization?

Virtual Reality: a good tool to develop social skills?

Is it desirable to learn with the help of machines 
rather than humans?

If the learning system is a machine, what is 
the role of the instructor? 

Is it possible to learn anything?
Which principle is the most important for learning?


